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Cinelli Quaderni is an editorial format dedicated to exploring some of the world’s most interesting riding 
spots, be they urban, rural, Alpine or otherwise, together with cyclists whose way of riding intertwines 
the landscape with a mosaic of other cultural attitudes. The way these riders express themselves when 
cycling reflects many of the design objectives of Cinelli products.



morning long before the sun 
would rise to ride along on his 
favourite local gravel heavy 
route: “This is the ride I usually 
do in the summer to ride up 
to the studio in Bergamo or 
back as a kind of hardcore 
commuter training ride.” He 
told us, over a first coffee. 
“It’s not the fastest way up 
to Bergamo but I like riding 
it because it follows more or 
less the same course as the 
character Renzo in Alessandro 
Manzoni’s legendary 1827 
novel, when he escapes from 
Milan after being accused of 
being an agitator, and makes 
his way up to Bergamo. So 
I’m very attached to this 
ride… also because of sites 
you pass on it. For example 
the hydraulic wheel designed 
by Leonardo Da Vinci at 
Groppello or the “canyon” 
that inspired Leonardo’s The 
Virgin of the Rocks painting… 
In summer when the days are 
longer I even stop and swim 
in the Adda river and it’s the 
perfect ride home from the 
studio.”
In Cassano d’Adda, 25km out 
of Milan, the sky a bleak and 

Meet Marco, 37 years old, 
graphic designer, founder - 
with childhood friends Fausto 
Giliberti and Guido Daminelli  
- of Studio Temp, the cult 
design agency nestled in the 
hills of Bergamo most famous 
for its extraordinary creative 
collaboration with Virgil Abloh, 
who between 2017 and his 
untimely passing in 2021 
entrusted the studio with 
perhaps his most important, 
visually radical graphic 
projects.

Marco started cycling late, in 
2017. But quickly dove deep 
into the smallest manias and 
passions the sport offers, 
from the obsessive fine-tuning 
of equipment and position, 
to the ins-and-outs of racing 
(in particular cyclocross), to 
organizing local group rides 
for the Milan creative scene, 
to articulating his aesthetic 
vision through his micro 
cycling clothing project and 
team Velo Temp, kit of choice 
for alternative Milanese 
performance cycling fiends… 

We met up with Marco outside 
his flat on a typically cold and 
humid Milanese December 



circling around them, making 
so that the limit itself generates 
the beauty of the final result.”

steaming pink hue, we meet 
up with Marco’s racing buddy 
and dynamite legs Alessio.
Another quick coffee and 
from there long the canal up 
to Trezzo mixing dirt roads 
with cycling paths and some 
single trail, taking in the 
extraordinary sights as the 
mist begins to lift and the tries 
to force its way through… and 
from there to Bergamo and to 
the office…

“When I start a new graphic 
project,” Marco says, 
explaining the relationship 
between cycling and his 
creative process, “I begin with 
an image in my head;
a cartoon I watched as a child, 
an image in a book bought 
some time ago. From there 
I try to amplify my feelings 
through research and tests. I 
continue to reflect while riding, 
in fact I started riding my bike 
because I needed time alone 
to think, to get away from the 
pollution of the city and to be 
in nature.”
“Above all,” he concludes “I 
like working with limits, limits 
of technology or medium, 









































King Zydeco

This unique frame allows you to ride fast on different surfaces: asphalt, white roads and rough 
terrain thanks to the possibility of assembling 700c and 650b wheels with tires up to 2,1”. The 
carbon monocoque construction and its racing geometry make this frame light and extremely fast. 
Perfectly suitable for long distance gravel races and also ready for bike packing explorations.

 

 Frame weight: 1000g
 Fork weight: 550g
 Bottom Bracket: BB386EVO 86,5mm
 Max Clearance: up to 700x47c / 27,5 x 2,1”
 Fork: COLUMBUS Futura CROSS 1-1/8” - 1-1/2”
 Seatpost: Ø 27,2mm
 Ft. Derailleur: Clamp Ø31,8mm
 Cable Routing: Internal - Di2/EPS compatible
 Brake Standard: Flat mount disc brake - Rotor size up to 160mm
 Available Builds: Ekar 1x / Rival AXS XPLR / Rival 1x / Ultegra
 Available Colours: Gumbo / Jambalaya

Gravel Range ‘23



Zydeco

Zydeco keeps providing the best for gravel, representing a unique union of road, touring and gra-
vel seeking. Say Zydeco and you say gravel. And Zydeco keeps up with promises, always evol-
ving while keeping truel to its soul. In this faithful claim for novelty, the improved braking efficiency 
of thru axle and the hydraulic braking system join the gravel specific Shimano GRX groupset, 
featuring increased reliability in terms of gear efficiency with its Shadow RD+ chain stabilization 
system and the most ergonomic leverage with curved shape and anti-slip coating for ideal control 
on allterrain. New San Marco Era saddle with matching Zydeco colors.

 

 Frame weight: 1760g
 Fork weight: 450g
 Bottom Bracket: BSA 68mm
 Max Clearance: 700x40c
 Fork: COLUMBUS Futura Gravel 1-1/8” - 1-1/4”
 Seatpost: Ø 31,6mm
 Ft. Derailleur: Clamp Ø34,9mm
 Cable Routing: Front triangle Internal (Bikepacking ready)
 Brake Standard: Flat mount disc brake - Rotor size up to 160mm
 Available Builds: GRX400
 Available Colours: Muddy Dry

Gravel Range ‘23



Zydeco Lala

Zydeco LaLa is the new member of the Zydeco gravel family. The frame is made of triple-butted 
Columbus Zonal aluminum tubes, fitted with Shimano Sora and two front rings for those who pre-
fer them to 1x set up. Columbus Futura Disc 1-1/8” fork, mechanical disc brakes, flat mount, with 
discs up to 160mm. Compatible with hydraulic disc brakes. Internal cable routing for this machine 
designed to conquer new riders to the increasingly popular discipline of gravel.

 Frame weight: 1760g
 Fork weight: 450g
 Bottom Bracket: BSA 68mm
 Max Clearance: 700x40c
 Fork: COLUMBUS Futura Gravel 1-1/4”
 Seatpost: Ø 31,6mm
 Ft. Derailleur: Clamp Ø34,9mm
 Cable Routing: Front triangle Internal (Bikepacking ready)
 Brake Standard: Flat mount disc brake - Rotor size up to 160mm
 Available Builds: Microshift R9
 Available Colours: Mr Blue Sky

Gravel Range ‘23
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Nemo TIG Gravel

Custom geometry, 100% Made in Italy with the legendary Columbus Spirit HSS triple thickness 
steel tubes. Flat mount disc brakes, increased wheel passage for great gravel adventures and 
high speed downhill. Steel is back. Steel is back to meet the needs of sophisticated riders who 
demand the most advanced technology with an eye to tradition.
The complete bike with Campagnolo Ekar 1x, Shimano Ultegra or Sram Rival 1x built is available.

 Frame weight: 1900g
 Fork weight: 450g
 Bottom Bracket: BSA 68mm / Press Fit 86,5 x 41 (custom)
 Max Clearance: 700x40c
 Fork: COLUMBUS Gravel 1-1/8” - 1-1/4”
 Seatpost: Ø27,2mm
 Ft. Derailleur: Clamp-on Ø31,7mm 
 Cable Routing: External / Internal hydraulic disc brake housing
 Brake Standard: Flat mount - Rotors up to 160mm 
 Available Builds: Ekar 1x / Rival AXS XPLR / Rival 1x / Ultegra
 Available Colours: 33 Factory Colours (Matte or Glossy finish) + 3 Special Colours

Gravel Range ‘23Made in Italy
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XS S M L XL XXL

S1 480 510 540 560 590 610

S 455 482 513 536 565 585

T1 514 525 540 554 579 594

T 507 520 535 550 575 587

H/T 100 115 140 150 175 200

a° 70,5 70,5 71,5 72,5 72,5 73

b° 74,5 74,5 74 73,5 73 72,5

R 47 47 47 47 47 47

C 430 430 430 430 430 430

F 582 594 597 596 616 620

WB 1003 1015 1018 1017 1036 1041

E 68 68 68 68 68 68

Fork 382 382 382 382 382 382

Stack 508 522 550 563 587 613

Gravel Range ‘23



Zydeco Electric Mud

When the paved road ends leaving the path to the dirt road, the real fun begins with the new 
Zydeco E-Mud, equipped with the MAHLE Ebikemotion® X35 engine integrated in the rear wheel 
hub. The bike, with Columbus carbon monocoque frame and clean aesthetics, has been desi-
gned and engineered to make you experience the most natural assisted ride. The engine system, 
250Wh battery included, weights just 3.5 kg.The climbs, whether on asphalt or dirt roads, will be 
the most exciting experience ever!

 Frame weight: 1420g
 Fork weight: 450g
 Bottom Bracket: PressFit 86,5x41mm
 Max Clearance: 700x28c
 Fork: COLUMBUS Futura Caliper 1-1/8” - 1-1/2”
 Seatpost: Ø31,6mm
 Ft. Derailleur: Clamp Ø33mm
 Cable Routing: External
 Brake Standard: Standard rim brake
 Available Builds: Frameset Only
 Available Colours: Magic Mirror

Gravel Range ‘23









































Marco rides the Nemo Gravel “Copper”

Alessio rides the King Zydeco “Gumbo”



All pictures by 
Teo Giovanni Poggi

Redesigning the cultural limits 
of performance cycling 
since 1948
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